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Haematologist – King’s Lynn – United Kingdom
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Location:
King's Lynn has a population of about 43,000 inhabitants. Since the 12th century, the city has been an
important harbour for England, with its maritime history still visible. The heritage of the city is reflected in an
astonishing array of historic buildings and several beautiful markets within the city centre. Old merchant
houses are positioned along the riverbanks of the Great Ouse and are aligned with cobblestone alleys. The
iconic St Margaret’s Church, designated by the Bishop of Norwich as a minster church in 2011, is located at
the Saturday Market Place and is surrounded by characteristic buildings.
The bigger cities of Norwich and Cambridge are located within an hour drive. King’s Lynn is one of the
holiday retreats of the British royal family, consequently providing an excellent train network with London.
King’s Lynn is a popular holiday destination among the British population due to the beautiful and green
environment, including its coastal location.
The hospital has almost 700 beds, employs around 3000 people and offers secondary care to a population of
approximately 220,000 people. The population of the entire area to which the hospital provides healthcare
service is 330,000 people.

Job Description:
For this hospital in the United Kingdom, we are currently looking for a haematologist for a part-time position
(0.8 fte). You will join the two current haematologists within a team of in total 19 consultants in the General
Medicine Department. Comprehensive laboratory and clinical haematology service will be provided and
development of a specialist interest within haematology will be encouraged.
You will undertake a weekly clinic for patient follow-up, one specifically concerning chemotherapy and one
at another affiliated hospital nearby. Daily ward rounds will be undertaken during working hours and the oncall consultant will do one on Saturday mornings. There is a weekly local multi-disciplinary meeting and
monthly video-conferenced meeting with the regional network of expertise. The on call responsibilities will
be pro rata according to sessions covered (average 1 in 4). You will participate in teaching of the medical and
non-medical staff in the department and throughout the trust. 1.5 of the 10 PA in total is offered to perform
supporting professional activities.
The employer offers attractive employment conditions. The annual salary will be between £ 76,000 and £
108,000 depending on your experience and qualifications. MMedical will help you with obtaining all the
required registrations.

For Medical Professionals:
In case you are interested in this position, please get in touch with:

Soufian Meziyerh
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s.meziyerh@mmedical.nl
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